New partnership to drive paperless freight transport
across Europe and beyond
Geneva, 18 July 2016 - IRU, the global road transport organisation, and
TransFollow, the Netherlands-based innovative independent platform for
electronic consignment notes built by, and for, the freight and logistics
industry, are to build new communities, services and standards to drive
paperless freight globally.
The new partnership will put TransFollow at the heart of IRU and its member
associations, bringing the industry together elsewhere in Europe and beyond to make
international paperless freight a reality.
“We have changed the traditional way of exchanging information for freight and
logistics, by bringing the industry, its users and its suppliers together for everyone’s
benefit”, said René Bruijne, Managing Director of TransFollow.
An initiative of Dutch transport associations, and IRU members, TLN and EVO,
TransFollow has over recent years become the standard provider of electronic
consignment notes (CMRs) and digital proof-of-delivery in that country.
The platform lowers costs, simplifies operations, improves security, and helps reduce
carbon emissions for road transport, logistics and supply chain operators.
The partnership between IRU and TransFollow aims to strongly contribute to building
a new global standard for digitally exchanging freight data in cooperation with all
relevant stakeholders, accelerating acceptance of the electronic consignment note
(eCMR) protocol of the UN’s convention on transporting cargo by road.
“Bringing the industry together to build an independent global standard for information
exchange will deliver better visibility, transparency and efficiency in international
supply chains” said Zeljko Jeftic, Head of Global Innovation at IRU.
“We are finally making paper redundant for cargo, bringing road freight transport into
the 21st century. We welcome cooperation with other stakeholders interested in
developing global eCMR standards”, he added.
The neutral TransFollow platform is increasingly supported by third party suppliers to
the logistics sector, for example those providing transport or warehouse management
systems. With integration into existing third party systems and apps, end-users can
join the platform and rapidly start using electronic consignment notes without
significant investment.
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About TransFollow
TransFollow has been developed as an initiative of Transport en Logistiek Nederland (TLN) and EVO
(Eigen Vervoerders Organisatie), by Beurtvaartadres. The freight note for inland liner shippers, created in
1685, a.k.a. Beurtvaartadres, form the foundation of the in 1927 established company named
Beurtvaartadres b.v. Offering legally compliant security during transport, Beurtvaartadres was one of the
founding companies of the internationally acknowledged CMR, the consignment note for road
transportation. www.TransFollow.org
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